We investigate universes axiomatized as sets with natural closure conditions over Frege structures. In the presence of a natural form of induction, we obtain a theory of proof-theoretic strength ? 0 .
Introduction
Frege structures were introduced by Aczel in Acz80] as a semantical concept to introduce a notion of sets by means of a partial truth predicate. This approach is closely related to prior work of Scott Sco75] and was originally developed for questions around Martin-L of's type theory. In Bee85, Ch. XVII] Beeson gave a formalization of Frege structures as a truth theory over applicative theories. Applicative theories go back to Feferman's systems of explicit mathematics introduced in Fef75, Fef79] . These systems provide a logical basis for functional programming. The basic theory for which Frege structures are de ned is the basic theory of operations and numbers TON, introduced and studied in JS95]. It comprises total combinatorial logic and arithmetic. The notion of Frege structures is formalized in slightly di erent ways (cf. e.g. FM87, Tur90, Can93, HK95] ). The most comprehensive exposition can be found in the forthcoming book Logical Frameworks for Truth and Abstraction Can9x] of Cantini where he presents also many extensions and applications. In this paper we discuss the extension of Frege structures by universes. Universes are well-known from Martin-L of's type theory as a natural extension of formal systems. They are introduced as sets with canonical closure conditions (cf. ML84]). Prooftheoretically they are investigated in Acz77, Fef82] by making use of xed point theories. In the context of applicative theories, universes were rst introduced by Marzetta in Mar93] . Starting from a two sorted theory of types and names, he de ned the theory UTN. In UTN universes are types closed under set-theoretical operations, like elementary comprehension and join. Here we start with the concept of Frege structures and introduce the theory FSU by de ning universes as propositional functions which are closed under formation of formulae. The closure conditions are similar to those of truth levels in the theory TLR of Cantini Can9x] . This theory is also based on Frege structures, but needs a new sort of objects (levels) outside the applicative basis in order to formalize a hierarchy of truth predicates. With our notion of universes over Frege structures we stay in the applicative framework without giving up the expressive power of TLR, in particular, the possibility to de ne xed points of positive arithmetical operators. In contrast to UTN, this allows an easy embedding of the above xed point theories into FSU. In the presence of a natural form of induction FSU has the proof-theoretical ordinal ? 0 , the so-called limit of predicativity. The lower bound is presented by embedding the xed point theory FP 0 of Avigad Avi9x] into FSU, while the upper bound follows from a translation in Cantini's theory TLR. The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce the basic theory TON. In the third section we de ne Frege structures, following the axiomatization of Cantini. In section 4 we give the axiomatization of universes which are prooftheoretically studied in the last section.
2 The theory of total operations and numbers
As introduced in JS95] the basic theory of total operations and numbers (TON) is formulated in L. L comprises individual variables x; y; z; u; v; f; g; h; : : : (possibly with subscripts), individual constants 0; k; s; p; p 0 ; p 1 ; s N ; p N ; d N , a binary function symbol for term application, and the relation symbols = and N. Terms (r; s; t; r 1 ; s 1 ; t 1 ; : : :) and formulae ('; ; : : :) are de ned by :,^and 8 as usual, starting from the atomic formulae t = s, and N(t). In the following we write s t for (s t) with the convention of association to the left, _, ! and 9 are de ned as usual and we set t 0 as s N t. The logic of TON is classical rst order predicate logic with equality. The non-logical axioms of TON include: I. Partial combinatory algebra.
(1) k x y = x, (2) s x y z = x z (y z).
II. Pairing and projection. The axioms of FON are the axioms of TON extended to the new language plus the following axioms:
I. Closure under prime formulae of TON 1 Cantini does not use new individual constants like _ =, but introduces them via encoding. This guarantees some independence properties which are missing here, but are not necessary for the lower bounds of our theories.
II. Closure under composed formulae
IV. Consistency
In straightforward manner we de ne for every L F -formula ' a term _ ' by replacing =; N; T; :;^; and 8 by the corresponding individual constants _ =; _ N; _ T; _ :; _ , and _ 8, respectively (using pre x notation). This de nition is compatible with term substitution, i.e. we have _
Since we cannot put the negation outside the scope of T in the axioms of selfreference, the formulae which are T-positive become of special interest. We de ne T-positive and T-negative formulae simultaneously:
De nition 4 1. t = s, N(t), :t = s and :N(t) are T-positive as well as T-negative. We say \t is true" for T(t) and \t is false" for T( _ : t), and introduce propositions in the form of objects which are true or false, and propositional functions (also called sets or classes) which return propositions for any argument:
T(t) is T-positive; :T(t) is
P(x) :, T(x) _ T( _ : x) and Pf(f) :, 8x:P(f x): As an easy consequence we get by diagonalizing _ ::
Lemma 6 FON`:8x:P(x):
Now we introduce a notion of abstraction which, by the previous proposition, is useful for T-positive ':
The element relation is de ned as follows: t 2 s :, T(s t): Moreover, we use t 6 2 s for :T(s t). In general this is weaker than the statement T( _ : (s t)), but for propositional functions s they are equivalent. As a natural form of complete induction on natural numbers we study the so-called proposition induction:
4 Universes over Frege structures Universes as introduced in Martin-L of's type theory or in theories of types and names are objects with natural set-theoretic closure condition. In our context we have to close universes under formation of formulae. This approach is closely related to Cantini's theory of truth level where he introduces predicates with similar closure conditions. This system is presented below to estimate the upper bound of our theory. Before we start to axiomatize universes, we introduce a binary relation which is used as an order structure on universes. It expresses in some sense that the course-of-Tvalue of a function is contained in another. A weaker closure condition for dotted negation is contained in the self-reference axioms. Self-reference comes in two forms, one for the universes itself, one for the truth predicate T (axioms IV.).
V. deals with the relation @ for universes and states that the elements of a lower universe are contained in the upper one, and that the order is total. The limit axiom is the crucial one of the theory. It guarantees the existence of some universe (in fact nitely many). Now we state two basic propositions in FSU. First it follows from consistency and I.(2) that universes are \consistent". Second, we prove that universes are linearly ordered by @. Lemma 8 FSU`U(u) ! 8x::(x 2 u^_ : x 2 u) Lemma 9 Universes are linearly ordered by @. But this contradicts lemma 6.
Proof-theoretic investigations
We show that FSU+(P-I N ) has the proof-theoretical ordinal ? 0 , the so-called limit of predicativity. For the lower bound 3 we use a xed point theory introduced by Avigad, where a xed point corresponds to a universe. The upper bound is determined by Cantini's theory TLR, where our universes are interpreted as truth levels.
5.1
The lower bound
We determine the lower bound of FSU plus (P-I N ) using a xed point theory which is introduced by Avigad in Avi9x] to study the relation between ATR 0 and c ID <! . This theory, called FP 0 , is formulated in the language L 2 of second order arithmetic and comprises Peano Arithmetic PA, where induction is restricted to sets: 4 (Set-Ind) 0 2 X^(8x:x 2 X ! x 0 2 X) ! 8x:x 2 X:
The crucial axiom for FP 0 is the following xed point axiom for a positive arithmetic operators ' Let the propositional functions y and z i be the translations of Y and Z i , resp. Now n + 1 applications of the limit axiom for y and z i yield universes u 0 ; u 1 ; : : : ; u n , so that we have y @ u 0 and z i @ u i for all 1 i n. By lemma 9 we know that universes are linearly ordered by @. So the limit axiom applied to the \highest" universe u j , 0 j n, yields a further universe v so that u i @ v for all 0 i n.
Moreover we have by (trans) (from the proof of lemma 9) or all 1 i n y @ v and z i @ v:
Now we set p ' as rec ( y; x: _ ') and choose for the required xed point of ' the term x:v (p ' x). This is a propositional function since v, being a universe, is a propositional function. It remains to show that it has the xed point property:
Now we prove by induction on the formation of ',
=y] which yields the required equivalence: ' t = s; :t = s; N(t) or :N(t). Here y does not occur in ' and we get the equivalence from the closure of universes under prim formulae of TON.
' T(y t). So ' x:v (p ' x)=y] is T(v (p ' t)) and the equivalence to T(v ( _ T (p ' t))) follows from the self-reference axiom IV.(14). ' is a composed formula. The equivalence follows from the induction hypothesis by closure of universes under composed formulae.
Remark 12 The above proposition yields ? 0 , the proof-theoretic ordinal of ATR 0 , as lower bound of FSU+(P-I N ). If we de ne FP in analogy to ATR as the theory FP 0 with full induction, we get ATR FP, and the proof of proposition 11 yields also ? " 0 , the proof-theoretic ordinal of ATR, as a lower bound for FSU with induction for arbitrary formulae. As new prime formulae we have i j, i = l j and V (i; t), where i; j are L-terms and t a L V -term. In addition, for building composed formulae we have the closure under quanti cation over levels, i.e. 8j:' is a formula, if j is a L-variable and ' a formula. As abbreviations we use T i (t) for V (i; t) and _ T i for LT(i). We drop the index for the level equality and write i j for :i = j^i j. The theory TL ? of truth with levels is de ned over a two sorted classical predicate calculus, where the levels are the second sort. The non-logical axioms comprise those of TON extended to the new L V -terms and formulae and the following ones:
I. Projectibility 
Potential Completeness Like in FON we can introduce propositions and propositional functions (classes in terms of Cantini), but now at every level: We get the full theory TLR by adding local number theoretic induction (LIND) to TLR ? :
In contrast to FSU which is de ned over FON, TLR is de ned over TON and the axioms of FON are provable in TLR Can9x, lemma 37.3 and 37.8, th. 37.9]: Proposition 14 For every L F -formula ' This is exactly the translation of 9u:U(u)^f @ u: So we have proved UFON E TLR ? .
The remaining induction principle is veri able in the same way as in prop. 14.
